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ABSTRACT The five species of large falcon Falco which occur 
in the West Palearctic present one of the more daunting 
identification challenges. This paper describes all plumages 
likely to be met with in this region, including geographical and 
age-related variations, and discusses the problems involved 
and the best ways of approaching these. Structure, silhouette 
and flight behaviour are important factors, and detailed 
examination of plumage is usually also a prerequisite for 
correct identification of these awe-inspiring raptors. 

The large falcons Fako constitute one of the most impressive and exciting 
groups of birds. They have long attracted great interest and attention among 
ornithologists, professional and amateur alike, and their appeal is such that 
even non-birdwatchers are drawn to them. 

Over the last 17 years, we have taken a major interest in these spectacular 
raptors. In particular, HS and DF have spent many days in the field studying 
all five of the large-falcon species, and their subspecies, which occur in the 
West Palearctic. These studies have been carried out in Europe, North Africa, 
the Middle East, Kazakhstan and elsewhere, and have involved detailed 
observation of all known plumages (in relation to age-classes), including the 
capturing and ringing of many individual falcons. We have also examined aE 
plumages at great length in zoological gardens and in most of the large 
museum collections in Europe. The following text, which combines and 
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expands our studies of these species (see Shirihai et al. 1996; Forsman in 
press), summarises our findings to date on their field identification. 

Of the five species occurring in the West Palearctic, the most familiar to most 
people is the Peregrine Falcon F. peregrinus: this is a cosmopolitan species 
which is widespread in the region, being rare to locally common, and resident, 
dispersive or migratory, the most migratory race (calidus of the northern 
tundra) wintering as far south as South Africa; it is found in a wide range of 
usually open habitats, from arctic/alpine to semi-desert. The Gyr Falcon F. 
rusticolus, by contrast, is a rare breeder, largely confined to the arctic and 
subarctic belt, where it is mainly resident to partially migratory, rarely extending 
farther south than 60°N in winter, and occurring as a vagrant in western 
Europe south to Portugal and Italy; it inhabits open terrain, such as tundra, 
barren uplands or rocky coasts, often in partly wooded areas. The Saker Falcon 
F. cherrug is rather widely distributed, but uncommon and generally declining, 
in warm-temperate zones from the Central Asiatic steppes west to southeast 
Europe (mainly Hungary) and Turkey; it also winters regularly in arid parts of 
the Middle East, with a few records from the rest of Europe and Morocco. The 
Lanner Falcon F. biarmicus, also declining, generally replaces the Saker in the 
Mediterranean region and in Africa, overlapping in range primarily in winter 
or on passage, with three races in the West Palearctic, all of which are mostly 
resident, but with a few individuals (juveniles) migrating: feldeggii breeds in 
Italy, the Balkans and Asia Minor, tanypterus in the Middle East and west to 
Libya, and erlangeri in northwest Africa; all three typically inhabit dry areas, 
especially semi-desert and desert in the east and south. Finally, the Barbary 
Falcon F. pekgrinoides is largely confined to the deserts of North Africa and the 
Middle East, and is mostly resident and dispersive. 

The taxonomic position of the Barbary Falcon has long been a matter of 
debate, especially with regard to its relationship witii the southern race brookei 
of Peregrine Falcon in areas where the two come into close contact. They 
closely resemble each other in size, shape and plumage. They are reported to 
overlap in range, but apparently without interbreeding, and they seem to be 
separated mainly by habitat, with Barbary totally adapted to desert 
environments. For the purposes of this paper, and since the two taxa can, with 
care, be separated in the field, we treat them as separate species. 

The basic identification problems 

The main problems for the observer are to a large extent related to geography. 
The question of distinguishing Gyr from Peregrine arises chiefly in North 
Europe (but also in Central and northwest Europe), and involves in particular 
the darkish grey morph of Gyr (Scandinavia and northwest Russia) and non-
adult Peregrine (especially large females of the race calidus). Pale juvenile grey-
morph Gyr has to be separated from immature European Saker in countries 
where either could occur as a vagrant, while separating Lanner and Saker 
Falcons (mainly in non-adult plumages) is a problem chiefly in areas where 
the two meet in winter or on passage, or where either could occur as a vagrant. 
Not only is the Barbary Falcon of Middle Eastern deserts superficially similar 
to Lanner in most plumages, but it can also be really difficult to separate from 
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adult Peregrine of the southern race brookei, and from any race of Peregrine 
when dealing with non-adults. 

Nowadays, however, the likelihood of falcons escaping from captivity is very 
high anywhere in the region, and extreme caution is required with any single 
large falcon outside its normal range. It is equally important to try to determine 
whether such individuals are escapes or true wild vagrants. 

In recent years, the artificial cross-breeding of falcons in captivity has been 
practised by a number of misguided individuals and agencies (see e.g. Gantlett 
& Millington 1992), and the possibility that such unnatural hybrids which 
result from this may escape or, worse, be deliberately released serves only to 
increase the difficulties that already exist in identifying large falcons. Some of 
these hybrids, the various combinations of which may take little account of 
natural genetic relationships, are almost certainly unidentifiable in the field, or 
even in the hand; but, when they do occur as genuine escapes, they can cause 
the diligent observer a great deal of head-scratching and many wasted hours 
in the field. Discussion of hybrids is beyond the scope of this paper, and it 
would in any case seem a more prudent approach to acquaint oneself with the 
individual and geopaphical variations that exist naturally within wild 
populations of large falcons. 

General structure, sex and age 
The largest species are Gyr, Saker and Lanner Falcons, all of which have more 
rounded wings, with outermost primary shorter than 3rd, and a 
proportionately longer tail than Peregrine and Barbary Falcons. The last two 
have more pointed wings, with outermost primary longer than 3rd, and a 
comparatively shorter tail. While most forms of the first three species are 
generally larger and heavier than any Peregrine or Barbary, males of all five 
species average distinctly smaller than their respective females; note that, at 
least in some cases, large females of smaller species can overlap in size with 
smallish males of larger ones. Males are usually more finely patterned than 
females, and normally also become paler with age. 

Given reasonable views, ageing is not that difficult in the case of Peregrine 
and Barbary Falcons, but is less straightforward for Lanner and Gyr, and can 
be more difficult for Saker. Juveniles are, in general, longer-tailed and narrower-
winged than adults, and in most cases have bluish to greyish (not clear yellow) 
feet, cere and orbital ring; on some species, this colour may be retained through 
to their first winter. Compared with adults, they tend to have a more patterned 
underwing (Gyr, Saker and Lanner) and head, a more boldly streaked body 
(on species in which adult is barred below, the juvenile is mainly streaked), 
darker and less marked upperparts but (most species) with stronger rusty 
fringes, and a fairly prominent white tip to the tail if this is not too worn. 

Juveniles undergo a partial body moult during their first winter and a 
complete moult in the first spring/summer, although a few juvenile feathers, 
especially wing-coverts, are sometimes still retained. First-summers are often 
rather similar to adults in general appearance, but with retained juvenile 
remiges and most or all rectrices, as well as varying amounts of retained 
juvenile coverts and other body feathers, all of which are juvenile-like in 
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pattern but browner and worn; some individuals which may have moulted 
much of their body and covert feathers are best aged by the fact that they 
show moult contrasts, with mostly retained juvenile flight and tail feathers. 

Gyr Falcon 

Main confusion species: Peregrine Falcon (see adult Gyr); Saker Falcon (see 
juvenile Gyr). 

Structure, silhouette andjizz 

The largest and heaviest of all falcons, generally appearing very big, solid, 
broad-bodied and powerful, with a proportionately full and broad head. Can 
even match Common Buzzard Buteo buteo in its robustness when perched and 
its wingspan in flight. Appears heavy in flight, with large, well-projecting head, 
full-chested barrel-shaped body and bulging vent (bulky undertail-coverts), 
relatively long but broad-based and rather blunt-tipped wings, and longish tail. 
The big body, broad wings (in particular, large arm and rather rounded tip) 
and longish tail often give the impression, particularly when flying away, of a 
female Northern Goshawk Accipiter gentilis, an impression reinforced by the 
rather stiff wingbeats, but that species has an even longer taE and much 
shorter, broader and blunter-tipped wings with S-shaped curve to trailing 
edge, as well as very different flight attitude and wing and tail patterns. 

Differs from Peregrine in being larger and heavier-bodied, with longer and 
fuller tail and proportionately shorter wings (typically, also broader throughout 
their length), with fuller hand and distinctly more rounded tip. These structural 
differences are most obvious when bird is soaring with wings extended. 

To the experienced observer, Gyr differs from Saker Falcon in having 
broader-armed and blunter-tipped wings (longer, narrower and more pointed 
on Saker), while its almost equaEy longish tail is much fuller and thicker-based, 
giving impression that body continues into underside of tail (Saker has 
distinctly slimmer tail, especially where it meets the body). Gyr is also more 
or less evenly broad-bodied from breast to vent (Saker's typically slim body is 
broadest at breast and tapers rearwards, recalling a harrier Circus). 

Gyr perches upright, appearing robust and deep-chested with very 
prominent shoulders, and with dense belly feathering and bushy trousers 
almost concealing the tarsi (legs more exposed on other species). Its wingtips 
always fall well short of the tail tip, so that tail projection is similar to or slightly 
longer than on Saker, but much longer than on Lanner and, especially, 
Peregrine Falcons. 

Note that Greenland Gyr Falcons average slightly larger than the Icelandic 
population and even more so than Scandinavian Gyrs, but this is rarely 
assessible in the field. 

Flight behaviour 

Flying Gyr looks powerful, with a slower action than Peregrine. Clumsy on 
take-off, with rather long flight before really airborne; wingbeats slower and 
shallower, and almost as if executed by hands alone, giving impression of more 

(text continues on page 22) 
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Fig. 1. Perched Peregrine Fako peregrinus (1-7) and Barbary Falcons F. pekgrinoides (8-12) 
(John Gak). Adults finely barred below; moustache prominent, dark and rounded at end. 
Juveniles have prominent, dark and rounded moustache; feet become yellow soon after fledging. 
PEREGRINE: F. p. peregrinus adult (1), juvenile (2), and first-summer in worn juvenile plumage 
(3). F. p. brookei adult (4) and juvenile (5): averages darker above, with broader moustache, 
smaller white cheek patch. F. p. calidus adult (6) and juvenile (7): averages bigger and paler 
than nominate. 
BARBARY: Head pattern of adults variable, darker birds (8) at times identical to brookei 
Peregrine, while those with more rufous (9) distinctive; juveniles in autumn/winter (10), 
spring (11) and summer (12) paler than brookei. 

Fig. 2. Peregrine Fako peregrinus (1-9) and Barbary Falcons F. pekgrinoides (10-15) in 
flight (John Gak). Rather uniformly patterned underwing, rump paler than rest of 
upperparts (not so on all juveniles), and moustache solid with rounded end. Extensive 
individual as well as age- and sex-dependent variation makes subspecific identification of 
single Peregrines inadvisable. 
PEREGRINE: F. p. peregrinus adults (1, 2) and juvenile (3). F, p. calidus adult (4) and juveniles 
(5, 6): averages larger and paler than nominate, but considerable overlap. F. p. brookei adults 
(7, 8) and juvenile (9): smallest and darkest race (equals Barbary in size). 
BARBARY: Adults (10-12) paler and sandier below than Peregrine, with finer markings often 
concentrated on flanks, usually paler grey above (rufous of head rarely seen in flight); 
juveniles (13-15) paler below with finer markings than Peregrine. 

Fig. 3. Perched Saker Fako cherrug (1-7) and Lanner Falcons F. biarmicus (8-14) John Gak). 
SAKER: Fairly long-tailed and short-winged; best aged by foot colour. European adults (1, 2) 
with rufous fringes above, breast and flanks spotted (not barred); Asiatic milvipes (3) rufous 
and barred above; greyish 'saceroides' (4) can superficially resemble adult Lanner; moustache 
often separated from dark eye by pale area. Juveniles (5-7) streaked below, more uniform 
above; worn spring juvenile (7) greyish above, often a few new scapular and mantle feathers. 
LANNER: Adult feldeggii (8) darker and more heavily patterned than smaller and paler 
tanypterus (9) and erlangeri (10). Juveniles (11-14) mostly show prominent narrow 
moustache joining equally dark line through eye; crown yellow-buff with dark forecrown 
band and dark line above pale supercilium (unlike Saker, often acquires yellow feet early in 
first year of life); worn spring juvenile (14). 

Fig. 4. Saker Fako cherrug (1-6) and Lanner Falcons F. Uarnikus (7-10) in flight John Gak). 
Juveniles show strong contrast between darker underwing-coverts and paler remiges; adult Saker 
often very similar, while adult Lanner paler, with heavier bars on greater coverts only. 
SAKER: Ageing often truly difficult. Adult cyanopus (1, 2) and 'saceroides' (3) more spotted 
on underbody, remiges more clearly barred; juveniles (4-6) streaked below, secondaries 
greyer with less prominent barring. Both ages show brownish upperparts contrasting with 
darker hand and paler tail. 
LANNER: Adult tanypterus (7, 8) distinctly grey above, with paler tail, buffish or yellowish 
crown; very pale below, with barred greater coverts and darker wingtip. Juveniles (9, 10) 
almost identical to juvenile Saker, but most have underwings pale-spotted, belly and trousers 
extensively pale. 
(Cf. juvenile Gyr F. rusticolus (11, 12): less underwing contrast, more diffuse head pattern.) 

Fig. 5. Gyr Falcons Fako rusticolus (1-11) (John Gak). Perched Gyr is the shortest-winged 
of all large falcons. Juveniles have blue feet and cere throughout first winter. 
WHITE MORPH (1, 2): Extent of dark markings varies individually (and geographically). Best 
aged by colour of feet and cere: yellow on adults, bluish on juveniles. 
GREY MORPH: Adults (3-7) barred grey above, breast spotted, flanks and thighs barred, head 
pattern variable (mostly clear supercilium, narrow moustache, streaked cheeks); in flight, 
lacks Peregrine's F. peregrinus paler rump. Juveniles (8-11) greyish-brown above, most with 
fine pale spots, dark markings on head and underparts varying in strength; in flight, fairly 
uniform above, tail paler, underwing-coverts more patterned than remiges (contrast less than 
on juvenile Lanner/Saker F. biarmicuslF. cherrug). Cf. underwing of juvenile Peregrine (12). 



Fig. 1. Peregrine Falcoperegrinus (1-7) andBarbary Falcons F. pekgrinoides (8-12) (John Gate). 
PEREGRINE peregrinus adult (1), juvenile (2), and first-summer in worn juvenile plumage (3); 
brookei adult (4) and juvenile (5); calidus adult (6) and juvenile (7). 
BARBARY Darker-headed adult (8) and adult with more rufous on head (9); juveniles (10-12) 
in autumn/winter, spring and summer. 



F
Gale). 
PEREGRINE adults (1, 2) and juvenile (3); calidus adult (4) and juveniles (5, 6); brookei adults 
(7, 8) and juvenile (9). 
BARBARY Adults (10-12) and juveniles (13-15). 



Fig. 3. Saker Falco cherrug (1-7) and Lanner Falcons F. biarmicus (8-14) (John Gale). 
SAKER European adults (1, 2); Asiatic mihipes (3); greyish 'saceroides' (4); juveniles (5-7); 
worn spring juvenile (7). 
LANNER Adult feldeggii (8), tanypterus (9) and erlangeri (10); juveniles (11-14), worn spring 
juvenile (14). 



Fig. 4. Saker Falco cherrug (1-6) and Lanner Falcons P. biarmicus (7-10) (John Gale). 
SAKER Adult cyanopus (1, 2) and 'saceroides' (3); juveniles (4-6). 
LANNER Adult tanypterus (7, 8); juveniles (9, 10). 
(Cf. juvenile Gyr F. rustieolus (11, 12): less underwing contrast, more diffuse head pattern.) 



Fig. 5. Gyr Falcons Falco rusticolus (1-11) (John Gale). 
WHITE MORPH (1 , 2). 
GREY MORPH Adults (3-7) and juveniles (8-11); cf. juvenile Peregrine F. peregrinus (12). 
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stable, shallow and elastic action. Hunts at lower levels, with fairly horizontal 
pursuit over ground, 'running down' its prey, which it often captures on the 
ground; only rarely performs high-level stoops like Peregrine. Like Saker, 
glides and soars with outermost wingtips bent upwards. 

Plumage 

Geographical plumage variation involves mostly frequency of colour morphs. 
'White morph', breeding in the high Arctic, chiefly north Greenland but also east 
Siberia, and the most frequent vagrant to northwest Europe, is highly distinctive: 
white, with dark wingtips and varying amount of dark spotting; juveniles much 
as adults, but with browner (not blackish) markings and blue-grey (not yellow) 
legs. 'Grey morph' of the lower Arctic is predominantly greyish and occurs in 
two types: 'light grey' birds of south Greenland, Iceland and west Siberia are 
paler grey and whiter, with more pronounced and finer whitish and grey 
markings above; 'darkish grey' birds typical of the Nordic countries are medium-
grey above with pale grey barring, but often with a variable brownish cast, and 
with better-developed broad 'falcon bonnet'. Note that 'light grey' Gyr Falcons 
sometimes occur as vagrants in northwest Europe, while 'darkish grey' ones 
move very little from their European breeding grounds. 

In addition, an all-dark 'dark morph' occurs in North America, but has not 
been recorded in the West Palearctic, while a particoloured white-and-grey 
'intermediate morph' seems to be frequent in Greenland, but is also found in 
north Europe. Since the plumages of these two, and of the white morph, are 
sufficiently distinctive not to cause any major identification problems, the 
foDowing section concentrates on the two types of Scandinavian grey morph, 
which may be confused with Peregrine or Saker Falcons. 

ADULT Head shows variably distinct (mostly narrow and indistinct) moustache, 
dark area around eye, obvious pale supercilium, and cheek patch of variable 
size and distinctiveness and usually dark-streaked. Most tend to have pale ashy-
grey upperparts with finer darkish slate-grey barring, paler, silver-grey rump to 
tail with fine, dense blackish bars (usually narrower than intervening pale bars), 
and somewhat two-toned upperwing (paler arm); pale underparts rather finely 
spotted dark, with barred flanks, trousers and undertail-coverts; and moderate 
to strong contrast between rather plain translucent flight feathers (undertail 
similar) and slightly to much darker, typically barred, underwing-coverts, which 
form broad dark mid-wing panel. (Males generally have thinner, sparser 
markings, and palest males can have underparts almost plain except for 
reduced barring on flanks and smaller spots on lower belly.) Darker types have 
more-uniform dark slate-grey bonnet (at distance, similar to Peregrine's), and 
darker and more-uniform grey-brown upperparts with only suggestion of 
barring, but still with paler rump, uppertail-coverts and tail. 

Usually distinctly heavier and larger than most Peregrine Falcons (though 
less so when compared with race cahdus), and with different shape and flight 
action (see above). Differs from adult and most non-adult Peregrines in well-
defined barring on upperparts (indiscernible and/or diffuse on Peregrine), 
two-toned underwing (much more uniform-looking on Peregrine), 'looser' and 
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coarser spotting below with bold bars confined to flanks and trousers 
(Peregrine normally more densely and regularly barred as adult, streaked as 
non-adult), and more diffuse bonnet with moustache merging with streaky 
cheeks (well-demarcated bonnet and moustache with cleaner cheeks on most 
adult Peregrines, but less so on non-adults, particularly of race calidus). In 
flight, colour contrast between upperparts and underparts is less striking than 
on Peregrine. 

Although confusion between Gyr and Saker Falcons is normally likely only 
in non-adult plumages (see below), certain adult Sakers of the so-called 
'saceroides' type can approach Gyr in showing an element of darker barring on 
pale buffish-grey upperparts, some bars on flanks, and sometimes even regular 
tail barring, as on adult Gyr. These individuals, however, can normally be 
identified as Sakers by having body streaking and underwing pattern typical 
of that species, as well as buffy-rufous feather margins above and less 
complete tail barring. 

JUVENILE Differs from adult in having little or no pale barring on 
predominantly grey-brown upperparts, more distinct contrast between pale 
rerniges and more heavily patterned (typically, streaked) underwing-coverts, 
and densely streaked underparts. 

Plainer upperparts and streaked underparts make juvenile Gyr more likely to 
be confused with juvenile Peregrine, particularly of larger and paler race calidus, 
the more so since latter's bonnet is more broken, with less clear-cut moustache, 
and the two species are often rather similar in general coloration. With few 
exceptions, they are best separated by differences in silhouette and in underwing 
pattern (see above). In addition, most Gyrs have a less contrasty head pattern, 
with ear-coverts more streaked than on Peregrine (on which moustache usually 
contrasts clearly with paler cheeks), although darkest Gyrs may be much closer 
to Peregrine; uniform rump and tail, which are normally a shade paler than rest 
of upperparts (Peregrine shows little or no contrast, and tail gradually darkens 
towards tip); and a more clear-cut dark central nape patch. 

Juvenile Gyr is superficially similar to juvenile Saker, but should be 
separable by the following characters: 
1. Structure With practice, structural features useful (see above). 
2. Head pattern While pale Gyr and darkish Saker often show very similar 
pattern, Gyr tends to have larger, broader moustache and variably streaked 
(and therefore less distinct) cheek patch, as well as darker crown with ill-
defined eye-stripe, combining to produce a darker head with duskier ear-
coverts; but beware that these features are variable. 
3. Upperparts and upperwings Gyr is always more uniformly coloured above, 
with at least an element of grey toning, and sometimes a hint of pale barring, 
and with somewhat scaly pattern produced by variable amount of incomplete 
pale feather tips, and most tend to have speckled outer webs to primaries 
(most Sakers show two-toned upperparts, with darkish remiges and variable 
degree of pale and brownish pigments in upperwing-coverts, also producing 
paler arm and darker hand, while coverts also have narrow and more complete 
rusty fringes, and outer webs to primaries are plainer). 
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4. Underparts Juvenile Gyr is more or less evenly streaked from breast to 
undertail-coverts (Saker often has considerably paler upper breast that contrasts 
with lower breast and flanks, with trousers boldly streaked, and has poorly 
marked undertail-coverts). 
5. Underwing-coverts Gyr, in comparison with equivalent-aged Saker (but 
especially juvenile), has less contrasting and less uniformly brown underwing-
coverts, but both exhibit considerable variation. 
6. Tail While most Gyr Falcons have denser and more distinct tail barring, 
considerable variation exists, and the tail pattern of some is more Saker-like, 
including virtually unmarked central rectrices. Note, however, that Gyr Falcons 
never have the rounded spots on tail shown by many Sakers. 

Most of the above features can also be used to distinguish Gyr from Lanner 
Falcon, although in practice the two are unlikely to be confused and their natural 
ranges are well separated geographically. 

Saker Falcon 

Main confusion species: juvenile and grey-morph adult Gyr Falcon (see latter); 
immature Lanner Falcon (see under Saker Falcon, below). 

Structure, silhouette andjizz 

Large, rather heavy and powerful falcon, in size similar to or slightly smaller than 
Gyr Falcon, but slimmer and lighter in build; female's wingspan often matches that 
of Common Buzzard or Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus. Larger than Lanner 
Falcon only on average, but stronger and heavier. Despite a degree of individual 
variation, most are long-winged (arm fairly broad but long; hand moderately broad 
but long and relatively pointed), with long, slender, typically narrow-based tail and 
rather elongated though still deep-chested body. Perches in characteristic upright 
posture, but retains rather big-bodied appearance with relatively small head; 
noticeably long tail extends some 5 cm (often less on adults) beyond tips of closed 
wings, a useful distinction from Lanner and Peregrine Falcons. 

In flight, usually looks distinctly larger and longer-winged than Peregrine and 
Barbary Falcons, with longer, broader arm and longer but rounded hand (rather 
than those species' triangular-shaped wings), as well as appearing slimmer and 
considerably longer-tailed, with less rounded body. Differs from Gyr in 
somewhat smaller size, with longer and more pointed wings and long-bodied 
appearance (see also above). 

Very similar to Lanner Falcon, but is generally heavier, with longer, broader-
based and blunter-tipped wings, longer tail, fuller chest and somewhat larger 
head, all producing stronger appearance compared with the more agile Lanner 
(whose flight silhouette may recall a short-tailed Common Kestrel F. 
tinnuncukis). The differences are, however, subtle and not always assessible, 
especially when comparing male Saker and female Lanner. 

Flight behaviour 

A typical large falcon, powerful and heavy, but with wingbeats often appearing 
fast for its size. Flight action close to that of Gyr, or a little lighter; not that 
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much more powerful than Lanner, with slightly slower and shallower beats, 
action appearing more lazy than Lanner's effortless, fast and easy flight, but 
again differences subtle. Wingbeats of both Saker and Lanner appear less quick 
and less emphatic than those of the smaller Peregrine Falcon. Hunts at rather 
low level and stoops in typical large-falcon manner; takes most prey on or close 
above the ground. Often glides and soars with wingtips slightly upcurved. 

Plumage 

Saker Falcon's plumage varies both individually and geographically, tending to 
become paler eastwards and also with age, but paler and darker birds occur 
throughout range and in any age-class. West Palearctic race cyanopus, treated 
here, is unbarred above (except 'saceroides' type). Asiatic races, most of which 
are apparently never recorded in the West Palearctic, are very different, with 
dark-barred rufous upperparts like female kestrels, and barred tail and flanks. 

Adults and juveniles often show only marginal plumage differences, further 
obscured by individual variation. While those individuals with the palest head, 
only sparsely spotted breast and vivid rufous upperparts are likely to be adults, 
the following summaries should be taken only as a general guide with regard 
to ageing. 

ADULT Reliably distinguished from juvenile or first-winter by yellow, rather 
than blue-grey, bare parts. Tail bars on average more complete, but can be as 
juvenile's, and upperparts, including upperwing-coverts, have broader but more 
diffuse rufous feather margins, often creating greater contrast against darker 
remiges. Markings below typically sparser and more in form of rounded spots 
(juvenile more streaked), tending to be denser and more streak-shaped on lower 
breast and flanks; underwing-coverts often have reduced dark markings and 
therefore show less contrast, and, since flight-feather bars are broader and 
whiter, the entire underwing is generally whiter than on first-years (on extreme 
pale adults, prominent markings are virtually restricted to greater coverts). 

For separation from any plumage of Gyr Falcon, see under juvenile of that 
species. In normal circumstances, Saker is not too difficult to distinguish from 
any Peregrine, including very pale and large juvenile of race calidus, by size 
and shape, head and underwing patterns and upperwing contrast (including 
lack of Peregrine's paler rump and tail base); note different tail projections 
when perched. 

Both adult and juvenile Saker Falcons can usually be separated from 
juvenile Lanner by the features listed below for juvenile Saker. Normally 
readily distinguished from adult Lanner of all races by unbarred upperparts 
with some rufous fringes (barred and greyish on Lanner); by usually paler 
head with regular, fine crown streaking, variable but generally prominent 
whitish supercilium, and fairly broad and more mottled eye-stripe (Lanner has 
darker, more conspicuous markings, including dark forecrown, clear-cut dark 
moustache and eye-stripe, and variable rufous on crown to nape, but note that 
very old Lanners may have more uniform crown with less contrasting 
markings); by niinimal tail barring consisting merely of pale spots or with 
unmarked central rectrices (tail clearly and uniformly barred on adult Lanner); 
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and by bold dark flank streaking and more solid trouser streaking normally 
contrasting greatly with pale upper breast and pale central belly to undertail-
coverts (adult Lanner more evenly patterned, markings less in form of streaks 
and more spot-like, and with variable barring on flanks and trousers). 
Generally, Saker has a stronger underwing pattern of heavier, denser streaking, 
with darker greater coverts than Lanner (which has more evenly marked 
underwing-coverts with finer bars, giving a paler, less patterned underwing). 
Beware, however, existence of 'sacercwfes'-type Saker: this form often 
resembles adult Lanner in having dusky grey-brown or even predominantly 
greyish (as well as partly barred) upperparts and upperwing-coverts, but 
particularly lower back, rump and uppertail-coverts, as well as more complete 
tail barring and often variable bars on flanks and on whiter underwing-coverts, 
and rarely some rufous on crown. At a distance, some 'saceroides' look very 
greyish and uniform and are exceedingly difficult to identify, but in most 
cases, given reasonable views, they can be told from Lanner by their typical 
Saker head pattern, by the presence of some rufous margins on the 
upperparts, and by their more obvious tail projection when perched. 

JUVENILE Differs from adult in blue-grey bare-part coloration. Upperparts, 
including wing-coverts, dark earth-brown and less tawny, with only narrow 
and regular rufous margins to individual feathers, although at distance 
upperparts can appear more grey-brown with contrastingly darker remiges. 
Tail has distinct whitish tip, but less complete, oval-shaped pale bars, with 
central feather pair only barely spotted; tail appears slightly paler than rest of 
upperparts at distance. Underparts usually darker and more heavily patterned, 
with markings more streak-like (instead of being more drop-like spots) and 
extending more evenly over much of underbody and underwing-coverts, but 
still bolder or broadening towards flanks, trousers and rear underwing-coverts. 

For separation from any plumage of Gyr Falcon, see juvenile of latter. A 
possible pitfall is large pale juvenile or immature Peregrine of race calidus: 
latter is shorter-winged and shorter-tailed; lacks Saker's elongated body shape, 
two-toned underwing and two densities of streaking on underwing-coverts; 
normally has at least some barring on lower flanks and undertail-coverts (never 
present on juvenile Saker or Lanner); is more uniform brown-grey above with 
distinctly paler rump and tail base, but without Saker's contrast between wing-
coverts and darker remiges; usually has typical Peregrine head pattern of 
darker and more complete bonnet, with thicker moustache and reduced pale 
supercilium; and, when perched, has much shorter tail projection than Saker. 

The greatest problem, and probably the most difficult within the large-
falcon group, is separating juveniles of Saker and Lanner. Individual, and to 
some extent also geographical, variation often serves only to complicate the 
issue further. In most cases, provided that reasonably close and lengthy views 
are obtained, it should be possible to identify the two species by a combination 
of the following characters: 
1. Shape and flight action See above. 
2. Head pattern Although the two species are generally similar, Saker usually 
has a whiter crown, typically with fewer and more evenly spaced dark streaks 
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(Lanner has buffish crown with more irregular and diffuse streaking, and intense 
forecrown and crown-side streaking, which on darker individuals may create 
horseshoe shape); whiter, broader and longer supercilia meeting on nape and 
extending forwards to merge with larger white area on forehead (Lanner's more 
buffish, narrower and clearly shorter supercilia do not join with pale forehead as 
dark of forecrown meets black eye-stripe, and short dark lateral crown-stripe 
behind eye causes supercilium to fade at mid-crown); rather broad but less 
pronounced eye-stripe fading in front of and just behind eye, forming diffuse 
smudgy area on lores, but much darker upper rear stripe and rear patch on ear-
coverts (Lanner's eye-stripe slightly narrower, but usually darker and solid for 
most of its length, including before eye); rather poorly defined moustache, 
usually broken below eye (on Lanner, normally darker, more solid, and joins 
with eye-stripe below eye). Note that differences in prominence of eye-stripe and 
moustache cause dark eye to stand out on Saker, but not so on Lanner. 
3. Upperparts and upperwings Most juvenile and first-winter Saker Falcons have 
a variable soft greyish-tawny cast to mantle, scapulars and much of coverts, 
with rather striking yellowish rufous-brown feather margins visible at close 
range, and contrastingly darker flight feathers and primary coverts, producing 
effect of paler arm and darker hand, and, except at longer ranges, show slightly 
darker primary tips and rather marked darker feather bases to greater coverts 
and as a row on outer scapulars (Lanner has darker slate-brown ground colour 
with only narrow pale rufous edges which may produce rufous cast when 
fresh, but, as early as autumn, bleaching creates slightly more grey-brown 
general tone, thus usually lacks Saker's contrasts, though outer half of hand 
often appears darkest). Note that, on heavily worn or bleached Sakers, contrast 
and rufous-yellow colour can be rather obscure. (In addition, note that 
upperparts of some early-moulted Lanners may have new, adult-like, barred 
feathers, never shown by 'normal' Sakers.) 
4. Underwing pattern Saker has paler primaries below, with narrower and less 
complete dark bars than generally shown by Lanner and, especially, a 
translucent or silvery-whitish basal and central area which contrasts strongly 
with the greyer secondaries and with the more sharply defined dark primary 
tips (contrasts minimal or indistinct on Lanner), producing a stronger pattern; 
its underwing-coverts tend to be uniform in pattern, with whitish restricted to 
the feather margins and thus producing prominent longitudinal streaking 
(instead of Lanner's more spot-like pattern), but overlap occurs and both 
species can have all-dark or pale-mottled coverts. 
5. Underparts Both species vary considerably in the amount, distribution and 
shape of underpart streaking, but juvenile (as well as adult) Saker tends to be 
darker on breast centre, flanks and trousers, where dark streaks broaden and 
often coalesce to produce more solid pattern, even creating all-dark trousers 
('normal' Lanner more evenly and often more densely streaked, but has 
buffish thighs only faintly streaked, and some individuals which have moulted 
early may show hint of flank barring, which 'normal' Saker never does; also, 
unlike Saker's more extensive and looser streaking distally, that of Lanner 
tends to show more abrupt ending, thus leaving wider and better-demarcated 
area unstreaked). Note that Sakers with the darkest breast normally also show 
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all-dark underwing-coverts, whereas palest individuals with least dark on breast 
also have pale-mottled lesser and median underwing-coverts with darker 
greater-covert band. 
6. Tail pattern Variable and rather similar on both species, with central 
rectrices uniform grey-brown, though sometimes with small buffish spots; on 
rest of tail, Saker tends to have bars more oval-shaped or rounded and more 
restricted to, and prominent on, inner webs (on Lanner, bars more linear and 
more evenly distributed on both webs and the entire tail). 
7. Leg colour Most Sakers retain bluish-grey juvenile leg colour for almost one 
year and often longer (on Lanner, legs often become gradually more yellowish, 
or yellowish-green, during first winter, and even more so in first summer). 

Lanner Falcon 

Main confusion species: Saker Falcon, mainly in immature plumages (see 
Saker Falcon). 

Structure, silhouette andjizz 

Moderately large to large in size, but similar to Gyr and Saker Falcons in 
general proportions and build. Long-winged appearance closer to Saker, but 
arm relatively somewhat shorter and hand long and tapering, and also has 
Saker's smallish head and elongated body shape, but without that species' 
broad-chested appearance. Wings, while still narrower and longer, usually 
appear larger in relation to body, thus more kestrel-like when seen head-on; 
tail always rather long and noticeably narrow, especially at base. When 
perched, looks more slender-bodied and smaEer-headed than Saker, and with 
minimal tail projection (a fraction longer on juveniles) as wingtips fall level 
with or only 1-2 cm short of tail tip (about 5 cm short on Saker). 

Differs from Peregrine and Barbary Falcons in having a narrower body 
(lacking those species' characteristic bulkiness, with bull-neck and big head), a 
slimmer and marginally longer tail, and narrower, longer and less pointed wings. 

Flight behaviour 

Lanner's long, blunt-tipped wings and longish body produce a more elegant 
and graceful flight, combining Saker's easy manoeuvrability ('hands doing all 
the work') with a lighter and faster action, leading to greater agility. Compared 
with Peregrine and Barbary, Lanner Falcon is slower and heavier in flight, with 
less powerful and stiff action. Its normal flight is relatively slow, with wingbeats 
rather flat and not too deep, but when taking prey in the air it accelerates very 
rapidly with deeper beats, though still at low level (capable of stooping). Often 
soars with wingtips slightly upturned, but not so sharply bent as those of Saker 
and Gyr Falcons. 

Plumage 

Three races occur in the West Palearctic. Race feldeggii of southeast Europe 
and Turkey is the largest and the darkest, being dark grey-brown and well 
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barred above, with heavily streaked deep rufous crown (crown occasionally fully 
streaked or even uniformly dark grey), and well-barred trousers. Northeast 
African and Middle Eastern tanypterus is paler brownish-grey and less barred 
above, with crown duller rufous with narrower streaking, and has reduced 
barring on thighs and flanks. Race erlangeri of northwest Africa is the smallest 
and palest, and the least patterned below. Nevertheless, geographical differences, 
especially those between the North African and Middle Eastern races, often 
merge, and by no means all individuals are identifiable to subspecies. 

Given reasonable views, ageing is not too difficult, at least when compared with 
ageing of Saker, although individual variation is considerable. Juveniles in North 
Africa and, particularly, the Middle East average paler on crown, but more 
heavily and broadly streaked below and with darker upperparts, and their tail 
pattern tends somewhat towards that of Saker (reduced and more broken bars). 

ADULT Specifically identified and aged by buffish to rufous crown with fewer 
and narrower streaks than juvenile, and clear-cut black eye-stripe, forecrown 
and moustache; upperparts with greyish cast and variably barred. Underparts 
whiter and with rather regular but sparse dark spots on chest, markings 
becoming variably shaped transverse spots and bars on flanks and, to some 
extent, on underwing-coverts (mostly greaters, forming shadow effect of a 
dusky central underwing band); wings have fairly distinct dark trailing edge 
and tip. (On older adults, underwing can look very pale and plain but for 
darker wingtips and hint of greater-covert band.) The pale grey to creamy-
grey tail, with rather fine, regular dark bars visible at closer ranges, generally 
appears the palest part of the bird's upper surface. 

Despite its barred upperparts and flanks, adult Lanner should be 
distinguishable from any plumage of Gyr Falcon by clear differences in size 
and structure, head pattern and other plumage features (see under juvenile 
Gyr); also readily separated from similar Saker (though beware 'saceroides' 
type) by patterns of head, underparts and underwing and by shape (see under 
adult Saker). Although pattern of upperparts may appear rather similar to that 
of Peregrine Falcon, Lanner is normally not difficult to separate from any 
plumage of latter by combination of flight silhouette and patterns of head, tail, 
underparts and underwing. 

In Middle East and North Africa, adult Lanner is often confused with 
superficially similar adult Barbary Falcon; both appear radier greyish-blue 
above, and Barbary's smaller size can be difficult to judge. Nevertheless, adult 
and most first-summer Barbary Falcons can be eliminated by their more 
bulky-looking body, rather short and more pointed wings, and proportionately 
shorter but clearly broader tail which does not taper slightly towards base, their 
big-headed and bull-necked appearance, and their rather fitful Peregrine-like 
flight action without Lanner's shallow, flexible, more kestrel-like beats. Barbary 
differs further in its two-toned tail, with darker terminal band or distal half, 
and its more hooded appearance, with uniformly dark crown and paler rufous 
nape (never with Lanner's darker forecrown or darker nape), ill-defined or 
non-existent eye-stripe and broader moustache; it is also predominantly pale 
buff or light rufous below with finer spotting and barring, and it shows a dark 
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carpal crescent on an otherwise more uniform underwing which lacks 
Lanner's dark trailing edge and has a less extensive dark area at wingtip. 

JUVENILE Aged by bare-part colours; dark streaking on underparts; usually 
dark central underwing-coverts contrasting with paler remiges; darker, 
unbarred and more uniform upperparts and upperwings; yeEowish-buff to 
whitish-buff and almost fully dark-streaked crown; and broadly white-tipped 
but less regularly barred tail, with largely unmarked central feathers. Note that 
juveniles quite often moult as early as their first autumn or winter, acquiring 
a somewhat more adult-like head pattern and some barred feathers above and 
below, with legs more yellowish. 

Although juvenile Lanner's uniformly dark upperparts and fairly evenly 
streaked underparts are not unlike those of juvenile Peregrine and Barbary 
Falcons, Lanner should be distinguishable from both species by the same 
structural and plumage features—chiefly underwing, head and tail patterns—as 
those which separate Saker and Peregrine (see Saker Falcon); note, however, 
that occasional juvenile Lanners show little contrast between underwing-coverts 
and flight feathers, and are thus closer to Peregrine and Barbary. For separation 
of juvenile Lanner from any plumage of Gyr and Saker, see those two species. 

Peregrine Falcon 

Main confusion species: Barbary Falcon (see pages 31-35); in the case of 
immatures, also Gyr, Saker and Lanner Falcons (see those species). 

Structure, silhouette andjizz 

Medium-sized but noticeably powerful and stocky, with temperamental action 
(see below). Often appears rather large and bulky-bodied, with heavy-chested 
and bull-necked shape. Wings typically broad-based, with long hand tapering 
to distinctly pointed wingtip, commonly flexed at carpal to form triangular 
shape; tail proportionately short, broad-based and square-cut. When perched, 
looks compact, with stout body, and head hunched into shoulders; wingtips 
fall level with or slightly short of tail tip. 

Females are considerably larger and heavier than males. In flight, female's 
hand looks fuller and wingtip blunter than on male, which is by comparison 
narrower-winged and shorter-tailed, these differences between the sexes being 
obvious in soaring flight. 

Flight behaviour 

Exceptionally strong, swift and agile flier. Stiff but shallow wingbeats relieved 
by short glides, but generally rather slow action; suddenly accelerates when 
hunting, making fast and deeper beats, usually fairly high up, to perform 
dashing stoop with closed wings on to mostly aerial prey. When soaring, wings 
held level or with slightly upturned hands, and tail usually half-spread. 

Plumage 

Three rather distinct races in the West Palearctic. Adult calidus breeding east 
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of Lapland is generally similar to adult nominate peregrinus of North and 
Central Europe and northwest Russia, but diifers on average in being larger, 
with paler greyish-blue upperparts, larger white cheek patch owing to narrower 
moustache, and less heavily barred underparts; juvenile calidus sometimes 
distinguished from nominate by its larger size, less heavily and more narrowly 
streaked underparts, paler upperparts with more pronounced whiter forehead, 
supercilium and nape spot, and narrower moustache, but some nominate 
peregrinus are similar. Adult brookei of the Mediterranean east to the Caucasus 
is distinctly smaller than either of the more northerly races, and usually easily 
distinguished by its more rufous (pinker) and heavily barred underparts and 
darker upperparts, with variable rufous nape patch, but smaller cheek patch; 
juvenile often identifiable by its more densely streaked underparts and by the 
more rufous or paler area on the nape. The species can be aged by the 
following characters. 

ADULT Has complete slate-blackish bonnet (on some brookei, slightly broken 
on nape) with thick solid moustache, and dark slate-grey upperparts with 
bluish or (brookei) brownish tinge and often diffuse bars; uppertail-coverts and 
tail base paler than rest of upperparts, uiis often a useful feature for identifying 
both age and species at long range. Cheeks, throat and upper breast are plain 
whitish, most extensively so on males, with rest of underparts white to light 
rufous-tinged with fine, dense barring, often becoming fine spots in central 
parts of underbody. Tail as mantle and back but more conspicuously barred, 
bars becoming darker and broader on distal half. Bare parts mainly yellow. 

Readily separated from any Saker or Lanner (see pages 24-30), but 
Peregrine Falcons of the large race calidus show some similarity to dark grey 
Gyr Falcon (compare latter). In south of region, however, brookei is easily 
confused with Barbary Falcon; see Barbary for detailed distinctions. 

JUVENILE Underparts buffish with prominent dark streaks, but some wedge-
shaped bars or blotches on flanks, trousers and undertail-coverts; upperparts 
browner and more uniform than on adult, with thin pale fringes. Head pattern 
as adult's, but paler; some calidus have more 'open' bonnet with longer, 
narrower moustache, larger pale areas on cheek, forehead and nape, and even 
a diffuse pale supercilium and trace of slighdy darker eye-stripe, as well as 
variable crown streaking. Tail as adult's, but browner and, from below, more 
clearly barred, and with distinct pale terminal band (but this usually disappears 
with wear by first spring). Bare parts mainly dull bluish-green or grey, 
becoming yellow during first autumn. 

Juvenile Peregrine could be confused with any one of the four other species 
of large falcon (see other texts); structure, head pattern and underwing pattern 
are the best characters. Separation from juvenile Barbary Falcon is 
extraordinarily difficult. 

Barbary Falcon 

Main confusion species: Peregrine Falcon, mainly of race brookei and 
immatures (see below). 
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Structure, silhouette andjizz 

This species is essentially a marginally smaller version of Peregrine Falcon: 
while usually rather obviously smaller than nominate Peregrine and noticeably 
smaller than calidus, its size closely approaches that of Peregrine of race brookei, 
with which it also shares many plumage characteristics. Powerful-looking and 
with structure much as that of Peregrine, but less heavy in build, with narrower 
arm and proportionately slightly longer tail; these minor differences in relative 
proportions are, however, usually difficult to judge, and reliable identification is 
better based on plumage features. Females much larger than males. 

Flight behaviour 

Similar to Peregrine, but smaller size results in faster flight action in comparable 
situations. Flight very strong and direct, with rapid but shallow beats, largely of 
outer wing, and very short glides. When hunting, wingbeats clearly quicker than 
Peregrine's, but foraging methods similar; small male Barbary Falcon in 
hunting flight can strongly recall Merlin F. columbarius, with rapid beats and 
sudden changes of direction. Glides and soars as Peregrine; when soaring, may 
also hold both arm and hand slightly raised in a very shallow V. 

Plumage 

In plumage, as in other parameters, Barbary Falcon is very similar to Peregrine 
of the race brookei, and the following text therefore concentrates on these two 
taxa. In some areas of range overlap, and especiaEy in Morocco, there is even 
evidence of a 'switching of characters' between the two, with Barbary showing 
more fully barred underparts and a Peregrine-like bonnet and brookei taking 
on Barbary-like characters. Regardless of whether Barbary is a full species or 
not, it is distinctive and recognisable in the field (see Clark & Shirihai 1995). 

ADULT Age distinctions as for Peregrine. Although adult Barbary Falcons 
exhibit considerable individual variation, most show the following characters, 
which are the most important in separating them from adult Peregrines of the 
race brookei: 

1. Head pattern Although it can be rather indistinct on more fully hooded 
individuals, Barbary Falcon always has some buffish on forehead, the pale 
forehead being very obvious on paler-headed and variegated individuals, 
which usually also show a variable rufous supercilium, lacking on some dark 
individuals, and a better-developed rufous, collar-like nape patch (brookei 
never has buff on forehead, though bleached or moulting near-adult may 
occasionally show a trace of paleness, while rufous supercilium is never found 
on adult brookei, and rufous nape, if present, is duller and more restricted, 
but occasionally extends onto lower crown as on many Barbary); Barbary's 
moustache is long and narrow and, importantly, its cheek patch is therefore 
much larger and more square-cut, sometimes extending 0.5-1.0 cm below eye 
(brookei has very broad moustache, often almost covering cheek area), and 
usually is also larger than on adult nominate Peregrine, but quite similar to 
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that of calidus (although both these races of Peregrine are usually clearly 
larger, predominantly black-hooded, and have underparts white and fully 
barred). 
2. Underparts Very variable: most Barbary Falcons are washed orangey rufous-
buff below, the tone varying from strong to duller, with dark barring chiefly 
on flanks and short streaks and spots mostly on lower breast and belly, 
although these markings can be rather obscure; rarely, underparts are more 
completely barred (as on brookei, but that has more pinkish ground colour and 
bars usually broader). 

3. Underwing Barbary's diagnostic isolated dark crescent on greater primary 
coverts and its more distinct and more extensively darker wingtip on an 
otherwise paler underwing are useful pointers at longer ranges, while at close 
quarters underwing-coverts show variable buff wash and paler, finer and 
reduced barring, and inner webs of primaries show generally larger whitish or, 
often, buffish bars which tend to reach feather edges (on most Peregrines, pale 
bars smaller and do not reach edges of inner webs; on all adult Peregrines, 
greater primary coverts do not contrast with rest of underwing, on which 
coverts are whiter and dark area at wingtip is smaller and more diffuse). 

4. Upperparts Barbary's paler blue-grey upperparts and upperwing-coverts 
contrast more with darker hands and distal half of tail (adult Peregrine clearly 
darker slate-grey or blackish grey-blue, with tips to flight and tail feathers less 
contrasting). 

5. Tail pattern On Barbary Falcon, two or three distal tail bands tend to be 
darker and more sharply defined, and to become progressively broader and 
blacker towards tip, often producing a broad subterminal band that stands 
out well against distinctly pale lower back to basal half of tail or against 
buffish tail tip, the pattern being more obvious from above; note, however, 
that both species vary individually, and occasional Peregrines can be 
confusingly similar. 

Apart from its similarity to Peregrine Falcon, Barbary's upperparts can 
appear very similar to those of Lanner, leading to possible confusion between 
the two (see Lanner Falcon). 

JUVENILE Barbary and Peregrine Falcons in juvenile plumage are extremely 
similar, with a high degree of overlap in features; some individuals even show 
characters intermediate between the two. Very close and careful observation 
is required to evaluate the following fine differences; only those birds showing 
good development of typical features suggesting one of the two species 
should be identified, while a few must be consigned to die category of 
'undetermined'. 

Both Peregrine and Barbary Falcons exhibit strong sexual size dimorphism: 
since juvenile brookei is the closest in size to juvenile Barbary but the most 
different in plumage (head, underparts), while juvenile calidus is much larger 
than Barbary but somewhat closer in plumage, it would appear that the 
trickiest Peregrines are small male calidus, which could be taken for large 
female Barbary. Differences are as follows: 
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1. Head pattern Most Barbary Falcons have a less hooded appearance, with 
better-developed rufous or buff forehead and supercilia, the latter more or less 
meeting in a V on nape, and have a distinctly narrower dark moustache, but 
a much larger and unstreaked or virtually unstreaked cheek patch covering 
entire ear-coverts and even meeting with rufous of nape and almost reaching 
eye level, and a fairly pronounced blacker eye-stripe (Peregrine, especially the 
smaller brookei, tends towards a more complete hood with much smaller pale 
forehead patch, indistinct or non-existent supercilium and therefore obscure 
eye-stripe, smaller and darker nape patch, and much broader moustache and 
correspondingly smaller cheek patch, which is usually streaked; beware, 
however, that Peregrines of race calidus can have a more 'open-hooded' 
appearance approaching that of Barbary, with rather marked supercilium and 
large cheek patch, and these, especially small males, can be inseparable from 
Barbary by head pattern, but usually show paler underparts with coarser breast 
streaking than latter), 

2. Underparts Compared with Peregrine Falcon, though less so with race 
calidus of latter, Barbary has obviously narrower, finer and less dense markings 
below, with thin streaks forming clear and well-spaced long lines (Peregrine 
more densely marked with more rounded and broader streaks which do not 
form lines); also has reduced flank barring, usually concealed beneath wing 
when perched (obvious on perched Peregrine), with thighs finely streaked and 
usually lacking Peregrine's prominent hook-shaped or arrowhead marks. 

3. Underwing Juvenile Barbary and Peregrine Falcons generally have more or 
less identical underwing patterns. Barbary's underwing tends to appear a 
shade paler, as pale bars on both remiges and coverts average slightly broader, 
while its lesser coverts are more loosely barred but also streaked and spotted 
(unlike most Peregrines); it also lacks the contrast between paler primaries and 
slightly darker secondaries shown by most Peregrines, has more even 
secondary barring (Peregrine has darkish, incompletely pale-barred distal 
secondaries), and has a more pronounced dark wingtip. All of these 
differences are, however, often difficult to assess with any degree of accuracy 
in the field. 

4. Upperparts Barbary tends to be a shade paler and browner, as the ground 
colour averages browner and the rufous margins on coverts, mantle and back 
slightly broader, while its darker upper-mantle patch generally stands out more 
against surroundings. Both species, however, show much individual variation, 
rendering these features of little use, especially when comparing Barbary with 
paler calidus Peregrine. 

5. Tail pattern Variable, with much overlap between the two species; compared 
with the average Peregrine, however, most Barbary Falcons show a more 
obviously darker central feather pair, with pale bars rather diffuse or 
incomplete, and a more prominent subterminal band, as dark distal bands 
average darker and broader, with intervening pale band narrower and often 
less clear-cut. 

6. Bare-part colour Juvenile Barbary tends to acquire stronger yeEow pigment 
in bare parts earlier, a few being adult-like even as early as September, but in 
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both species development of bare-part colours varies individually and 
geographically (correlated with timing of breeding) and can be similar on both. 

FinaEy, although Barbary Falcon has a rather 'open' bonnet and can 
therefore resemble juvenile Lanner, it is still distinguishable from latter by the 
same characters as those that separate juvenile Peregrine from Saker and 
Lanner, as outlined under Saker Falcon, 
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